In the future fifth generation communication systems, sparse code multiple access (SCMA) shows strong competitiveness as a novel non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) technique. Attributing to multi-dimensional codebooks, the SCMA can obtain shaping gain and provide a better performance than some other NOMA schemes, such as pattern division multiple access, low-density signature (LDS), and so on. However, under higher user load, each orthogonal resource in high-order SCMA systems is occupied by more users and the constellations of these systems possess smaller Euclidean distances, both of which will degrade the link performance. The iterative algorithm employed in SCMA decoding, namely message passing algorithm, will also bring an exponential growth of computational complexity. In this paper, a scheme with serial codes for system order reduction in downlink scenarios, namely serial SCMA, is proposed to tackle these issues. Based on the idea of hierarchical coding, the processes of encoding and decoding in a high-order system are decomposed into several processes in low-order systems. Specific mapping modules are designed to recover the original user binary bits. Simulation results show that serial SCMA will substantially cut down the detection complexity and enjoy better link performance while maintaining sparser codebooks. Besides, it still inherits the advantages of original SCMA systems such as overloading and average aggregate energy efficiency over OMA and other NOMA schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the future Internet of Things (IoT) scenarios, both people and things will connect to the networks. The fifth generation (5G) communication systems should accommodate higher demands including massive connections, high spectrum utilization, lower latency, etc [1] . For example, 5G requires 1 million device connections per square kilometer which can not be met by conventional orthogonal multiple access (OMA) schemes due to their orthogonality of time/frequency resources. Therefore, some potential techniques are proposed to meet these demands in 5G such as millimeter wave communications, device to device (D2D) communications, all-spectrum access, ultra dense networks (UDN), non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) and so on [2] . Compared with conventional OMA, NOMA will achieve overloading while suffering from multiple interferences and increasing receiver complexity [3] .
Many researchers have done ongoing studies toward NOMA. A competitive low density signature (LDS) scheme which limits the maximum degrees of each chip is proposed in [4] . Some other NOMA techniques such as multi-user shared access (MUSA) [5] , bit division multiplexing (BDM) [6] , pattern division multiple access (PDMA) [7] and sparse code multiple access (SCMA) [8] have also been proposed. Compared with other NOMA techniques, SCMA enjoys better link performance [9] .
In SCMA, the encoders straightly convert incoming bit streams into complex codewords with multiple dimensions. All the codewords are chosen from a predesigned codebook set. Each user is assigned a special codebook. These codebooks have sparse structures such that the message passing algorithm (MPA) detector can decode the overlapped codewords with a reasonable computational complexity [10] . Both SCMA and LDS systems can achieve overloading. However, in SCMA information bits are carried over multi-dimensional complex constellations while in LDS they are carried over spread quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) symbols. This brings SCMA potential shaping gain. Different from conventional code domain SCMA, the authors propose power domain SCMA (PSMA) in [11] . Both MPA and successive interference cancellation (SIC) are used in decoding. The spectral efficiency can be improved through codebook reuse while suffering from a higher computational complexity.
In general, SCMA has the advantages of overloading, sparse codewords and shaping gain contributing to multiple dimensions. On the other hand, the detection complexity of MPA iterations grows exponentially especially under high user load due to the brute force search.
A. LITERATURE
There have been extensive researches on SCMA codebook design and receiver algorithms.
Constellations with low projections [12] , spherical codebooks [13] , QAM based constellations [14] , [15] and constellation rotation [16] are proposed to improve the coding gain of SCMA systems. Besides, an improved SCMA scheme in which each specific user may contribute only one symbol during each channel use is proposed in [17] . It can also support higher user load and enjoy better link performance at the expense of larger signaling overheads.
To provide guidelines for SCMA codebook design, some references focus on the system data rate. The balance between rate and energy for SCMA is studied in [18] . The sum rate of uplink SCMA is studied in [19] and a method of codebook design based on maximizing this index is also proposed. The cutoff rate of downlink SCMA is derived in [20] and the authors also aim to find more beneficial codebooks through the rate analysis.
For multi-user detection, based on the low-projection structure of SCMA codebooks, a low complexity detector is proposed in [21] . This scheme can save more than 60% computational complexity with negligible performance loss (0.5dB). To reduce the computational complexity of multiplications and exponent arithmetics, the authors expand the conventional MPA to the logarithm domain in [22] . Multiplications and exponent arithmetics are converted into simple additions and comparisons. Based on partial marginalization (PM), an improved MPA detector which will reduce the complexity by fixing some symbols in each iteration at the expense of some performance loss is proposed in [23] . Instead of the iterative process in MPA, the authors introduce weight factors to obtain the final probability distribution in [24] . Based on tree search, a low complexity detection scheme which exploits the lattice characteristic of SCMA codebooks is proposed in [25] . However, this search is only operated on each orthogonal resource and may bring a suboptimal solution. Motivated by the Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC), the authors design a low complexity SCMA detector in [26] .
In high order SCMA systems with larger overloading factors, the codebook design is more complicated. The above detection methods will not reduce the degrees of each orthogonal resource and the codebook dimensions fundamentally. Therefore, they may merely cut down the exponential computational complexity to a limited degree while enduring performance loss. The specific methods of applying SCMA in real physical scenarios have not come to an agreement. A scheme to enable high order SCMA systems with moderate computational complexity while maintaining high performance is of great importance to accommodate the demands in 5G systems.
B. CONTRIBUTION
To further address the problems in high order SCMA systems, we apply the idea of hierarchical coding. For NOMA systems, discrete hierarchical modulations which consists of non-uniformly spaced constellation points, is designed to provide various levels of error protection for overlapped signals in [27] . Considering that non-uniformly constellations will improve link performance, in this paper, a coding scheme for SCMA system order reduction in downlink scenarios, namely serial SCMA, is proposed.
In serial SCMA, the information per user is transmitted through multiple serial low order subsystems. The overloading factor of the whole SCMA system is approached step by step by these subsystems. The signal between each group of adjacent subsystems can be regarded as a complex vector and the coding schemes of the adjacent subsystems should satisfy specific mapping rules. A low complexity receiver is also designed for the proposed serial SCMA system to recover the original binary bits.
Our main contributions are exhibited as follows:
• Codebook Design Simplification: The proposed serial SCMA system decreases the system order and maintain sparser codebooks. This also simplifies the codebook design.
• Computational Complexity Reduction: The total computational complexity of the proposed serial SCMA system mainly depends on the computational complexity of each low order subsystem and is reduced greatly especially under high user load.
• Lower Block Error Rate: In high order SCMA systems with larger codebook sizes, more dense constellations will also bring higher block error rate (BLER) especially under high user load. Based on the idea of system order reduction, the proposed SCMA system will enjoy lower BLER than the original SCMA system under the same user load.
• Good Inheritance of Original SCMA: The proposed SCMA system still inherits the advantages of the original SCMA system over OMA and other NOMA schemes.
C. STRUCTURE
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II illustrates original SCMA with channel coding. The key idea of this paper is also introduced. Section III proposes the serial SCMA system. We also discuss its transmitter design in this part. Section IV describes the receiver design of the proposed serial SCMA and discusses corresponding low complexity detection algorithms. Section V derives some performance indices of different SCMA systems. Section VI presents the related simulation results where the proposed serial SCMA is compared with other schemes such as long term evolution (LTE), LDS, original SCMA and PSMA. Section VII summarizes the whole paper.
D. NOTATIONS
Throughout this paper, the symbols x, x and X stand for a scalar, a vector and a matrix, respectively. X T and X † denote the transpose and conjugate transpose of matrix X. diag(x) stands for a diagonal matrix in which all its diagonal elements consists of the vector x. diag(X) denotes a vector whose elements are chosen from the diagonal elements of matrix X. B Z and C represents the set of binary values, integer values and complex values, respectively.
K N represents the number of N -combinations selecting from K elements. det(·) stands for the determinant of a square matrix. e i(·) represents the complex exponential operation.
II. ORIGINAL SCMA AND KEY IDEA
This part mainly describes original SCMA and defines primary parameters. Fig. 1 in the next page illustrates a coded SCMA system. J users transmit their signals through K shared orthogonal resources. SCMA decoders process the overlapped signals from each user through the near optimal MPA detector and exchange the extrinsic soft information of coded bits with channel decoders. The final estimated bits can be obtained from the channel decoders.
Denote the index of each user by j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J }. For user j, m 0 binary bits b j are first encoded into n 0 binary bits c j by channel encoding with code rate R 0 = m 0 n 0 . Then, every log 2 M bits in c j are mapped into an N -dimensional constellation point by an SCMA encoder, where M stands for the cardinality of multi-dimensional constellations and N represents the number of orthogonal resources occupied by each user. Furthermore, the N -dimensional constellation point is converted into a K -dimensional complex codeword by the mapping matrix V j , which generates the codeword set X j and is given in [8] . The dimensions of V j is K × N and we can regard SCMA encoding as a mapping from a binary vector b j to a complex signal vector x j following f : B log 2 M → X for user j, where X ∈ C K . In the base station, the received signals is given as follows.
where
. . , h j,K ] T stands for the channel coefficient vector between the base station and user j.
Its distribution follows CN (0, σ 2 I). σ 2 denotes the variance of each element of n and I is the identity matrix.
In downlink scenarios, all the users send their signals from the same transmit point and share the same channel conditions h, i.e. h j = h, ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J }. Considering that each x j has only N non zero elements, we can rewrite (1) as
T is a N -dimensional complex codeword of user j which dose not include zero elements and
T is an NJ × 1 column vector. A sparse factor graph matrix F which has K rows and J columns can be used to represent an SCMA coding scheme. User node (UN) j occupies resource node (RN) k if and only if f kj = 1. Each UN employs a K -dimensional complex codebook and occupies only N effective RNs while each RN is shared by d f UNs. From [8] , we can obtain the following relations:
A factor graph with 6 UNs and 4 RNs is depicted in Fig. 2 . In this paper, a single SCMA system is represented by SCMA(K , N , M ). The key idea of system order reduction can be expressed as follows.
After N is determined, the overloading factor of an SCMA system mainly depends on the degrees of each RN d f , which will incur high detection complexity and awful BLER. Reduction of d f will substantially reduce the computational complexity and control the link performance within an applicable range. We propose a serial coding scheme which can decompose d f of high order SCMA systems.
III. SERIAL SCMA SYSTEMS
In this part, we will introduce the system with serial codes to come through SCMA system order reduction. 
Moreover, each G p has the same non-zero element positions as the factor graph matrix of SCMA(K p , N p , M p ). In a serial SCMA system, the binary bits per user are directly mapped into complex codewords of SCMA(K 1 , N 1 , M 1 ) at first and then processed by multiple serial subsystems G p .
The capacity gain of the high order SCMA system is approached step by step by these subsystems. Denote the overloading factor of the whole system by λ se . We can obtain that
are the overloading factors of SCMA(K p , N p , M p ) and each G p , respectively. Given λ se , we should select reasonable λ 1 , λ p and P. The overloading factor of each subsystem can not be set too high to guarantee the low order property.
The signals between adjacent subsystems can be regarded as a complex vector z (p) , which is given as follows.
Define z (1) = Vs, where V and s is defined as Section II. Their dimensions are K 1 × N 1 J 1 and N 1 J 1 × 1, respectively. The pattern matrices of the adjacent subsystems must satisfy specific mapping rules to make sure that the whole SCMA system can be decoded. In brief, the problem of enabling a high order SCMA(K , N , M ) system can be broken down into several lower order systems which have sparser factor graphs. Furthermore, we can continue breaking down the lower order systems until they are practically tractable. From this perspective, serial codes can be expended to large-scale systems.
A. SERIAL SCMA CODEBOOK DESIGN
Regarding the transmitter design of serial SCMA, we can get the codebook set of SCMA(K 1 , N 1 , M 1 ) at first. Although there has been a lot of references about SCMA codebook design, the optimal design criterion is undetermined. In this paper, we mainly study the downlink scenarios where each UN shares the same channel coefficients over the d f RNs. For the low order SCMA codebook design, we select a method which is widely used in most references. Hence, the minimum Euclidian distance d min is a key performance indicator (KPI). Given d min with a minimum energy E s , we can always construct SCMA codewords from any complex constellation points. These constellations also have the minimized figure of
To simplify SCMA codebook design, the constellations of all the users can be built up through a mother constellation and user-specific operators.
The mother multi-dimensional constellation design can refer to some classic requirements in communication systems:
1) The minimum Euclidean distance between adjacent constellation points should be maximized while all the symbols can evenly cover the complex vector plane [28] .
2) The binary bits of any adjacent constellation points should follow the Gray map rule and possess the minimum Hamming distance.
3) The symbols should have the maximum varieties of both in-phase and quadrature components [29] . Even if one or more symbols are lost, we can restore the original bit stream through different symbol quadrature interleavers.
4) When changing symbols, zero crossing should be avoided and the symbol modulus should be constant. Thus we can cut down the linear requirements of transmitters.
As an alternative method, the N 1 -dimensional mother constellation can be built up through Cartesian product of N 1 independent QAM constellation sets. Lattice rotations can be VOLUME 6, 2018 operated on the constellations while maintaining its Euclidian distance fixed. Across the dimensions of codewords, power imbalance can bring near-far effect among overlapped users. It helps SCMA decoders to remove interferences among overlapped users more effectively.
A subset of lattice Z 2 is given by [16] 
where 1 is an M 1 × 1 all one vector. θ l−1 can be given as follows.
Then we can build up a N 1 -dimensional mother constellation as follows.
After obtaining the mother constellation, we should determine the user-specific constellation operators. Three typical operators [30] are listed as follows:
1) Phase rotation
2) Complex conjugate
3) Vector permutation
where π stands for the permutation operator. For user j, the constellation operators j is then given as follows.
Then the codebook of user j can be expressed as,
where V j is a K 1 × N 1 mapping matrix.
B. PATTERN MATRIX DESIGN
Compared with non-linear modulation in SCMA, the pattern matrices G p , p ∈ {2, 3, . . . , p} can be regarded as linear modulators. They are designed to provide more diversity between multiple users. A pattern matrix should be sparse, so that the iterative algorithm can be applied in decoding conveniently. It also plays a role of power distribution and phase rotation. The serial codes combine non-linear and linear modulations, i.e. hybrid modulation, which can improve the shaping gain contributing to the non-uniform distribution of equivalent constellations. The pattern matrix design criteria can be concluded as follows:
1) G p should have a sparse factor graph in accordance with its overloading factor λ p . Although N p with high values will bring better performance, the solvability of the system should also be considered.
2) After the factor graph of G p is determined, we should find proper power scaling and phase rotation factors.
As a special case, if we only consider the phase rotation difference and each G p has the same non zero element positions as the factor graph matrix of regular SCMA(K p , N p , M p ), G p can be set as a Latin generator matrix referred in [16] . An example of G p with dimensions of 4 × 6 which depends on M p is given as follows.
(10)
, where
Furthermore, if both power scaling and phase rotation are considered, we can select G p by referring to the pattern matrix design of a particular PDMA system [31] . For this case, G p may have an irregular factor graph. An example of G p with dimensions of 4 × 6 which is independent of M p is given as follows. (11) 3) In the whole serial SCMA system, each user has an equivalent constellation which mainly depends on all the subsystems. An equivalent factor graph for the whole system also exists. We can assign all the users different diversity orders through the selection of G p . From this point of view, the matching of each G p and the SCMA(K 1 , N 1 , M 1 ) codebook set should also be considered.
IV. SERIAL SCMA RECEIVER DESIGN
The factor graphs of adjacent subsystems F p−1 and F p in serial SCMA are depicted in Fig. 4 , where p ∈ {2, 3, . . . , P}. F p−1 and F p make up of a two-stage bipartite graph which includes UNs, connection nodes (CNs) and RNs. Suppose that the receiver knows the channel condition perfectly. The MPA detector with acceptable complexity transmits messages through the factor graph iteratively. In [32] , the authors propose that channel and SCMA decoders exchange soft decision information to improve link performance.
Define the a posteriori log-likelihood ratio (LLR) as the soft decision messages between SCMA and 33800 VOLUME 6, 2018 channel decoders. It can be given by
where b j,m is the m-th bit from user j and y stands for the received signal. Based on Bayes rule, (12) can be converted into
where e (b j,m ) and a (b j,m ) represent the extrinsic information transmitted by the SCMA decoder and the a priori LLR, respectively. Before the initial iteration process, we can set a (b j,m ) = 0. e (b j,m ) can be obtained by exhaustively searching all possible symbol combinations. G p , y and n contain complex values. For a serial SCMA system, its received signals y is given by
where For the downlink scenario in which h j = h , ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J }, the receiver design can be simplified and (14) is converted into
V j s j . The dimensions of V and s are V × N 1 J and
In conventional SCMA systems, the maximum overloading can reach 300% due to the tradeoff between overloading and link performance [33] while in serial SCMA only two subsystems are needed to reach this requirement. In order to contrast with conventional SCMA, we firstly consider a two-stage serial SCMA system (P = 2) which includes J UNs, V CNs, and K RNs, i.e.
The optimal ML detection can be represented by
where s denotes the detected symbols and H 2 = diag(h )G 2 is a K × V matrix. Since the ML detection endures extremely high computational complexity, we propose a detection scheme which enjoys lower complexity and can still achieve the optimal ML performance. Obviously, (16) stands for an undetermined system. Motivated by the analytical methods in [34] , we can set H 2 as
The modified pattern matrix is given as follows.
In the same way, rewrite z (1) as z
. The modified received signal is given as follows.
. Now H 2 is a full rank matrix, the two sides of (19) can be multiplied by H −1 2 on the left,
Considering that z (1) = Vs, the ML detection problem can be expressed as When p = 2, conventional Log-MPA detection is described in Algorithm 1. f 1,vj denotes the (v, j)-th element of F 1 , where F 1 is the factor graph matrix of SCMA (K 1 , N 1 , M 1 ) . N U (v) stands for VOLUME 6, 2018 
(s j ) = 0. 4: end for 5: while t < T max do 6: for all j ∈ N U (v), v ∈ N C (j), and s j 7:
end for 9: for all j ∈ N U (v), v ∈ N C (j), and s j 10:
where d(s) v stands for the v-th component of d(s).

11:
end for 12: t = t + 1 13: end while 14: Compute all I (s j ),
where p(s j ) is the prior probability of s j from channel decoders.
the index set of all the UNs corresponding to CN v and N C (j) stands for the index set of all CNs corresponding to the UN j. L(·) and I (·) are functions of LLR. The max * operation can be expressed as
The above analytical methods also apply for P ≥ 3.
A. COMPLEXITY REDUCTION VIA GROUP MULTI-USER DETECTION
The conventional MPA detector can not utilize the coding structure of serial SCMA. Moreover, by adjusting the codebook set of SCMA(K 1 , N 1 , M 1 ) and G 2 , the gaps between power levels in each CN from different UNs' contribution can be enlarged, which can make interference cancellation more applicable. Based on the idea of hierarchical decoding, we can improve the detection algorithm. Reducing the size of the factor graph is also an applicable method to come through complexity reduction. During the process of MPA iterations, if some UNs' symbols with higher belief values have the trend of convergence, their signals can be determined legitimately at first. Furthermore, through the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) module, we can observe the decoding conditions of each user after each iteration in good time. Motivated by SIC, we can cut off the correctly decoded UNs. Hence, the decoding process for the signals of the rest UNs can be simplified.
According to the factor graph of SCMA(K 1 , N 1 , M 1 ), we can divide the J UNs into three disjoint sets: the set {UN 1 } corresponding to the UNs which only occupy N 1 out of the first K CNs, the set {UN 2 } corresponding to the UNs which occupy N 1 CNs out of both the first K CNs and the last V −K CNs and the set {UN 3 } corresponding to the UNs which only occupy N 1 out of the last V − K CNs. Based above, we can modify the conventional Log-MPA detection as Algorithm 2. We can apply Gaussian approximation to these messages. During each iteration, both the expectation and the variance are updated as the feedback information.
Algorithm 2 Multi-User Detection in Groups With
The compensate vector in (22) is given by
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For the v-th
). During the t-th iteration, the mean u n v is given by
where I is a V × V identify matrix and X j stands for the set which includes all the possible values of
is the probability of x j during the t-th iteration. 
.
The CN-to-UN update can be rewritten as
while the UN-to-CN update remain unchanged. After the UNs in {UN 
B. FURTHER COMPLEXITY REDUCTION
In reality, even if we apply the methods in Section IV-A, the computational complexity is still high especially in high user load.
To reduce the complexity further, we can only consider the detected symbols which fall within a hypersphere of radius d:
where f 2 (s) = H 
where d v denotes the maximum norm of each dimension of f 1 (s). Although V is a rank-deficient matrix, the methods of formulating a new full-rank detection problem are proposed in [25] and [34] . Through these methods, list sphere decoding (LSD) can still be employed for each CN and regarded as a search over a tree with a depth of L, where L mainly depends on the degrees of each CN. Hence, we can apply the analytical methods in [25] to our proposed system while some transforms are needed.
Similar as [25] , the detector on CN v can be expressed as
where g 1,v is a 1 × L row vector which mainly depends on the codebook set of SCMA(K 1 , N 1 , M 1 ), and z v is an L × 1 column vector whose components consist of z i = ±1, ±3, . . . After LSD iteration, the size of the solution set decreases and it will substantially reduce the detection complexity of the MPA iteration.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Various performance indices of different SCMA systems are studied through closed-form expressions as follows.
A. CAPACITY GAIN
In this subsection, we will discuss the capacity gain of different SCMA systems. At first, let us derivate the overloading factor of different SCMA systems. For a single SCMA(K , N , M ) system with J users, the overloading factor λ is given by
where K < J ≤ 1: Calculate and store Y and R. For a serial SCMA system, as mentioned in Section III, the overloading factor λ se is given as follows.
Then, let us define the SCMA capacity region. For a single SCMA(K , N , M ) system, H includes the channel knowledge. The SCMA capacity region C(U ) is given by [35] 
where U denotes the user set. In downlink scenarios,
] stands for the average transmission power. The definition of capacity region mentioned above also applies for the serial SCMA system.
B. AGGREGATE ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Define the throughput per unit power consumption of an SCMA system as the aggregate energy efficiency EE(H). It is given as follows.
where (R 1 , · · · , R J ) stands for the rate region. For user j, β j stands for the power amplifier efficiency. P j st represents its static power consumption. P BS stands for the base station power consumption and I j is the normalized channel condition of user j.
The average aggregate energy efficiency EE over all the possible fading blocks is given by
where ρ j out is outage probability of user j. Its upper bound can be expressed as [22] 
is the probability of the inner event. For simplicity, we can suppose
H for all the orthogonal resources and users. Besides, different users share the same transmit power, and rate region; i.e. β j = β,
In a serial SCMA system in which P = 2, P j k mainly depends on the codebook set of SCMA (K 1 , N 1 , M 1 ) and G 2 . The average pairwise error probability (PEP) between s a and s b is given as follows,
where d 2 (s a , s b ) stands for the Euclidean distance between s a and s b . N 0 represents the spectral density of noise power and Q(x) is given by
Based on [36] , in identical channels where h j = h, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J }, the union bound of a coded single SCMA system with code rate R 0 = m 0 n 0 can be expressed as
where d min represents the minimum Hamming distance, L 0 is the date block length and W d represents the sum weight of all error decisions for each d. For a serial SCMA system in the downlink scenario,
Combining (38) and (40) with (41), we can also obtain the error probability bounds of the turbo coded serial SCMA system.
D. DETECTION COMPLEXITY
In identical channel conditions, the detailed detection complexities of different SCMA systems are illustrated in }. This procedure can be finished in advance. And we only need 6L flops to get Y as mentioned in IV-B. For LSD iteration, expected complexity [25] is given by
where N vs i is the average number of visited nodes over elementary arithmetic operations in level i. Then the whole detection procedure of Log-MPA with SIC and LSD requires 3M The above methods also apply for P ≥ 3. We should balance the computational complexity and the overloading factor.
VI. EVALUATION
Considering downlink scenarios, we evaluate BLER of the proposed serial SCMA system in MATLAB over AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. 10000 data blocks are simulated and each data block includes 200 bits. Other performance indices are evaluated over Rayleigh channels. The Jakes' Pedestrian-B model is used to generate the Rayleigh frequency selective channels and the Dropper frequency is normalized. Assume that each UN observes the same channel coefficients over d f RNs, i.e. h j = h , ∀j = 1, 2, . . . , J . We consider the normalized noise, i.e. n follows CN (0, I). SCMA codebooks are generated through QAM constellations. The pattern matrices in serial SCMA are designed based on the Latin generator matrices. Turbo code is used in channel coding with coding rate R = 1 2 , feedforward polynomial
The interleaver size of the turbo coder is set as 2048 bits. Both SIC and LSD are used in decoding for serial SCMA. The maximum number of iterations in each Log-MPA detector is set as 6 times and the system bandwidth is 10MHz.
A. CAPACITY GAIN
We consider a single SCMA(8, 2, 4) system as a comparative benchmark. In the proposed serial SCMA system, set p = 2 and
Fig . 5 illustrates the overloading abilities under fixed number of RNs for different systems. 4-QAM is employed in LTE. Compared with LTE, both the serial and the single SCMA systems can achieve overloading. In reality, the overloading VOLUME 6, 2018 factor of a serial SCMA system equals the product of overloading factors of all the low order subsystems. It can even achieve higher user load than the single SCMA system while the balance between the overloading factor and the decoding complexity should also be stroke. 6 exhibits the achievable data rate among different SCMA systems under the same user load, where L T denotes the number of users which share the same codebook in PSMA. The parameters of PSMA are the same as [11] . Compared with PSMA, serial SCMA further improve the system sum rate. The serial SCMA system also enjoys the highest spectral efficiency under the same user load attributing to its high diversity gain.
B. AGGREGATE ENERGY EFFICIENCY
We consider the same power model as referred in [22] where P st = 44W , P BS = 300W . Fig. 7 demonstrates the average aggregate energy efficiencies of different systems. In single , the outage probability of each user in each SCMA system is so high that LTE enjoys the highest average aggregate energy efficiency due to its orthogonality. As
grows, the user outage probability of each SCMA systems decreases. All the three SCMA systems can reach higher average aggregate energy efficiency than LTE due to the non-orthogonality which will also bring them higher spectral efficiency. Moreover, the common BS power consumption P BS is shared by all the users in these SCMA systems. This is also a factor to improve energy efficiency. The serial SCMA system can approach higher average aggregate energy efficiency than the other two SCMA systems for a low
range. This is mainly because serial SCMA employs an equivalent factor graph in which each UN occupies more RNs than single SCMA and PSMA. In comparison, serial SCMA can utilize spectral resources and further decrease the user outage probability.
C. BLER
Both SCMA and LDS can achieve overloading while in SCMA the power variation of the incoming signals over each corresponding subcarrier helps the MPA detector to mitigate inter-layer interferences more efficiently. Fig. 8, Fig. 9 , Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 exhibit the BLER of different SCMA systems and LDS with different M over different channels, respectively. Each user in different systems has the same data rate. The single SCMA and LDS share the same factor graph matrix which is given in (43), as shown at the bottom of the next page.
In the proposed serial SCMA system, p = 2, K = K 2 = 8, V = K 1 = J 2 = 12, J = J 1 = 24, N 1 = N 2 = 2. Under the same user load, the proposed serial SCMA enjoys lower BLER than LDS as single SCMA [12] . It inherits the nice structure of the single SCMA system. In reality, the link performance will improve when each user occupies a bit more subcarriers under fixed user load due to the diversity gain. The serial SCMA system employs an equivalent factor graph in which each user occupies more subcarriers than the single SCMA system under the same capacity gain. This will make serial SCMA enjoy lower BLER than single SCMA.
D. DETECTION COMPLEXITY
In this subsection, we still suppose that each user in different systems has the same data rate. The detection complexities for different SCMA systems when E b N 0 = 7dB. We can observe that the serial SCMA system enjoys lower complexity due to the reduction of d f . From the simulation results, we can conclude that the serial SCMA system will greatly save the detection complexity as the overloading factor and codebook size grow compared with the single SCMA system under the same user load.
VII. CONCLUSION
Motivated by hierarchical modulation, we propose a system with serial codes which is called serial SCMA to enable high order SCMA systems in downlink scenarios in this paper. The serial SCMA system achieves overloading step by step by multiple low order subsystems and can enjoy higher spectral efficiency compared with original SCMA systems. The signal between each group of adjacent subsystems is a complex vector and the coding schemes of the adjacent subsystems should satisfy specific mapping rules. Simulation results illustrates that serial SCMA inherits the advantages of original SCMA such as overloading and power variation over OMA and other NOMA techniques. Besides, serial SCMA maintains sparser codebooks and can substantially reduce the decoding complexity especially under high user load. Furthermore, sparser codebooks will also bring better link performance and make hardware implementation feasible.
